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The main purpose of this article is to investigate the problem of (E, &stochastic 
controllability for linear systems of evolution type in infinite-dimensional spaces, 
wherein the controls are subjected to norm-bounded constrained sets. Some basic 
prerequisites of infinite-dimensional measures, in particular, Gaussian distributed 
type. are discussed. Corresponding to this measure, various properties of (E, a)- 
stochastic attainable sets in Hilbert spaces are studied. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for (E, 6).stochastic controllability with respect to Hilbert space valued 
linear systems are obtained. Relationships with the deterministic ounterpoint are 
noted. Pursuit game problems are also considered. Examples on systems governed 
by stochastic linear partial differential equations and stochastic differential delay 
equations are given for illustration. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, there are many reports on the study of controllability for 
infinite-dimensional systems, including those presented by Balakrishnan [ 11, 
Curtain and Pritchard [3] and the comprehensive survey given by Russell 
[2]. However, the study of stochastic controllability in this area, as far as the 
authors are aware, seems not to have been taken up by many researchers. 
The present article is devoted to an investigation of the results on (E, 6). 
stochastic controllabilityof linear systems in infinite-dimensional spaces. 
Here, the control inputs under consideration are also restricted to some 
simple constrained (or, more explicitly, norm-bounded) sets. In the first part, 
by taking up the approach as presented by Boyarsky [4] in R”, we give the 
definition of deterministic and (E, @-stochastic attainable sets for inlinite- 
dimensional spaces. In the second part, conditions for (E, &-stochastic 
controllability w.r.t. a single control and stochastic non-cooperative game 
problems are considered. For the former case, it is interesting to note that 
when the system is being reduced to the deterministic situation, (E, 6)- 
stochastic controllability will simply imply approximate controllability. 
Further, the results we obtained in the theorems are illustrated by some 
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examples dealing with stochastic linear partial differential equations and 
stochastic differential delay equations which usually arise in stochastic 
control problems for distributed systems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC PROBLEMS 
Let X be a real separable Hilbert space and .9 be the u-algebra of Bore1 
sets in X (because of the separability of the space X, it is sufticient hat 9 
contain all spheres). Let ,u be a normalized Gaussian measure defined on the 
measurable space (X, 3). 
DEFINITION 2.1. By a Gaussian measure ,U in Hilbert space (X, 3) we 
mean that ,U has the characteristic functicnal in the form 
O(z) = exp(i(a, z), - +(Az, z).~}, (2.1) 
where a E X and A is a symmetric bounded non-negative nuclear operator on 
X and is completely continuous. If A is strictly positive, the measure ,D is 
called non-degenerate. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let L be a finite-dimensional subspace of X, L9L be the 
orthogonal projection operator on L and B a Bore1 set from L. A set of the 
form 
(x: .YLX E B) (2.2) 
will be defined as a cylinder set with set B as its base. The set of cylinder 
sets with bases in L is a a-algebra written as 3YL, .3” c.3. 
For each finite-dimensional subspace L of X, we can consider the 
restriction of this measure to dL and define the measure p’r on the o-algebra 
YI;. of Bore1 sets of L as follows: 
IULW =P({x: PLx E BI). (2.3) 
Hence, corresponding to each measure p, we can associate the set of its 
projections (,u~} on finite-dimensional subspaces of X. In turn, knowing pu,, 
we can also determine P on 3YL. With these facts, we come to the following 
observation which will be useful in the sequel. 
It follows from (2.1) that all finite-dimensional projections ,uL of the 
Gaussian measure ,D are also Gaussian measures in the respective subspaces. 
Hence, we can define a set of subspaces L, where projections upon which 
completely determine ,D and, on L the structure of ,D is relatively simple. 
409/85!1-4 
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Let (f,} be a complete orthonormalized system of eigenvectors of operator 
A and 1, the corresponding eigenvalues. Let L, = ({f, ,..., f,}) and L”’ = 
({A)). Then for z=CknEttkfkELn, tkE b 
O(z) = the respective n-dimensional characteristic functional 
where Pk= (&f& X=CiElXkfk7 %=CknElPkfk9 m,.W=rIL dxk 
equivalently, a Lebesgue measure on L,. 
Hence 
- + (A - ‘(x - a,), (x - a,,)) 1 m,&dx) (2.4) 
for any Bore1 set B E .~3~,. Together with the k-projection q;k), defined as 
.P L = Ltk’ we obtain (k) n 
t?Xp ]-+(A-‘(.+,h), (x-pkfx))l %ca(dx). t2.% 
Since L, = n;=, Lti), by (2.4) and (2.5) we have 
Remark 2.1. X may be viewed as L, = np=, Lck’ and X is measurable 
w.r.t.. BL,. In fact X= uFEI fizz, C,+ C,,, is a cylinder set from L, and 
c,,, = {(x, 3 x2,-* ): ~:;=I (Xr,f/)2 ~ k, Xj~ L”‘}. 
With the definition of an infinite product measure, nF= 1 pL(k) is defined 
on cylinder sets Z c L, where Z = {(z,, z2,...): zk E B,, B, E gL(k), 
k = l,..., n}. Since (np! r pL(k))(Z) (by definition) = nz!, pL(k)(Bk) = 
&{x: P,(k)x E B,, k = 1, 2 ,..., n}), the extension of measure nr=, FL(k) to 
.‘ipL,, the minimal o-algebra containing all cylinder sets in L,, is possible. 
Besides, extension of p to L, done by setting p,=,(E) = ,u(E n X), E E .JSL, is 
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also possible. Further n;P=, pL(k) and puL, coincide on all cylinder sets from 
L %, hence coincide on .S9L’L,, so this leads to 
&=I 
Further, P,=, defined on the measurable space (L,, ,gL,), has support X. 
Then, by Remark 2.1, ,uu,= p and so 
(2.7) 
Thus, the non-degenerate Gaussian measure P, given in Definition 2.1 can be 
represented as an infinite product of measures defined on anorthogonal 
system of linear one-dimensional subspaces. For the case of partially 
degenerate p, a product expression like (2.7) also exists, but it consists of 
two different product measures, one defined on M (the closure of the range 
of operator A) and the other on M’s orthogonal complement. 
Let X and CT be real separable Hilbert spaces and (X, 59, ,u) be a measure 
space, ,U being a Gaussian measure and (O,O,, P) be a given complete 
probability space, x(f, o) is an X-valued stochastic process from 
Rq ’ x J2 -+ X, satisfying the stochastic evolution equation 
dx + A(+ = B(t) u(t) dt + C(r) dw(r) 
with initial condition 
x(0) = x0, (2.8) 
where x0 E L,(Q, P; X) is a second-order Gaussian X-valued random 
variable with mean zero and covariance operator P, E L(X); w(t) E 
L ‘(Q, P; X) is an X-valued Wiener process and w(r) = CE, Pi(t) e, w.p. 1, 
(ei } FL0 a complete orthonormai basis for X, where Pi(t) are mutually 
indepedent real Wiener process with incremental covariance li and 
C& A, < 00, i.e., trace W = Cp”= I li < co, where W, nuclear in its nature, is 
the covariance operator of w(t), besides w(r) is independent with x0. 
Further, B(t) and C(t) are respective norm-continuous bounded linear 
operators from CJ to X and X toX. A(t), being a non-constant operator, is 
linearly defined on X. 
To have a solution for (2.8), we require the following assumptions on the 
operator A(t) (cf. [6]): 
(A,) The domain D, of A(t) (t E IR ‘) is dense in X and is 
independent of t, and A is a closed operator. 
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(A,) For each f E IR +, the resolvent set R [A; A(t)] = [U-A(t)] -’ of 
A(f) exists for all 1 and 
/J 
IIR[kWlll < ,l, + 1 with ReJ<O. (2.9) 
(A,) For any t, s, r in iR + 
II[~(~)-~(~)]~-‘(s)ll~Pl~-~l” (O<a< I), (2.10) 
where the constants p and a are independent of t, t, s, i.e., by (2.10), the 
bounded operator A(t) A -i(s) is Holder continuous in t in the uniform 
operator topology for each fixed s. 
Then there exists a unique fundamental solution S(t, r) of (2.8), belonging 
to IB(X) (the space of bounded continuous operators from X to itself) and it 
is norm continuous in t, r E [0, co). Further it satisfies the following 
properties: 
(a) LL!S(t, r)/& E IB(X) for 0 < r < f ( co and is norm-continuous in f, 
for tE [r,co), r>Oo; 
(b) S(t, r): D(A) + D(A); 
(c) &S(t, r)z/& = -A(t) S(t, r)z, z E D(A), 0 < r ( t < co, S(t, r) = 1. 
Hence, S(t, r) is an almost strong evolution operator. With the operator 
S(t, r) defined as above, we obtain the mild solution of (2.8): 
x(t) = S(t, 0) ~0 + j: S(t, r) B(r) u(r) dr + Jo S(t, r) C(r) dw(r), (2.11) 
where U, the admissible control, belongs to certain abstract Lebesgue 
integrable space LP( [0, t,]; U) defined later. Further, all integrations 
appearing in (2.11) and all expressions in the following are in Bochner sense. 
In the autonomous situation, the fundamental solution of (2.8) has the 
form T,-,. We note that assumption (A,) implies 
(A;) ,lEp(A)=R[&A] for ReA <O 
and 
II(RP~Al)“lI + n = 1) 2, 3 ,... . 
If (A,) and (A;) hold, then -A will generate a strongly continuous 
semigroup (T,}: t E iR + with the following additional properties (cf. [3]): 
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(a) T, can be continued analytically into the sector 
S,: larg t] < w: 0 E (0, n/2)t # 0. 
(b) For each r E S,, and all x E X 
f T,x = -A T,x and A T, E L(X). 
(c) ForanyO<e<W,X>Osuchthat 
II T,lt Q k IlATtll G;. t E s,-,, 
where we can represent T, by exp( +A }. 
Although in the sections which follow, we only deal with time-dependent 
systems, the same results will still hold for the autonomous ituation only 
with the replacement of S(t, r) by T,-, and ail time-varying matrices 
replaced by constant matrices. 
Let 
L,([O, I,]; U) = 
I 
u: [0, r,] + U be abstract Lebesgue measurable 
and \” ]]u(t)]];,dt < co 1, (2.12) 
-0 
and denote the equivalent classes by L,([O, r,]; U) with respect o the norm 
l<p<oo. (2.12a) 
Then L,( [O, I, 1; U) is a Hilbert space. 
Define the admissible constrained control set by 
= u (u EL,([O, t,]; u): Ill~l(l,<p”~ < m,p > 01. (2.13) 
!I>0 
In the sequel we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. The sets L;([O, t,]; U) are convex and weakly compact in 
L,((O, f,]; w. 
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LEMMA 2.2. For each t E R +, the mapping 
defined by 
Al(u) = ,f S(t, r) B(r) u(r) dr 
0 
is a linear continuous operator and 
R, =A,(L,P([O, t,]; U)) 
is convex and weakly compact.’ 
A,:L,([O, t,l; v+x 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
LEMMA 2.3. If M and N are closed convex sets in X with M being 
weakly compact, then M + N is closed convex in X. In addition, if N is 
weakly compact, then M + N is weakly compact in X. 
3. ATTAINABLE SETS 
Corresponding to system (2.8) we have the following deterministic version 
dx(t) + A(t) x(t) dt = B(t) u(t) dt, 
(3.1) 
x(0) = x0. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The deterministic attainable set of (3.1) at time t is 
defined by 
K(t) = 
I 
z E x: z = S(t, 0) x0 
+ 1’ S(t, r) 8(r) u(r) dr: ZJ E Lz( [0, t,]; U) I. (3.2) 
In other words, 
K(t) = S(t, 0) x0 + R,, (3.3) 
so by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, K(t) is closed, convex and weakly compact in X. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For every fixed E > 0, 1 2 6 > 0, we say that a point z 
is (E, 6) stochastically attained at time t by the solution process x(t) (2.11) if 
3.4 E u:, 3 P&(t) E S,(z)) > 6, (3.4) 
where P,,, is the probability measure P-conditioned on (x(O) =x0}. Hence, 
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the stochastic attainable set A:(t) for system (2.8) at time t is the collection 
of all points z defined in the above, i.e., 
A:(t) = (z E x: 324 E CT!&, P,,(x(r) E S,(z)l > 6). (3.5) 
It can be shown that the solution process x(t) of (2.8) (or expressed 
explicitly in (2.11)) is Gaussian with measure P and mean my = .S(t, 0) x,, + 
.I’: S(r, r) B(s) u(r) dr and covariance 
G(t) = f S(t, r) C(r) WC*(r) S*(t, r) dz. 
-0 
(3-e) 
From now on * denotes adjoint operators. 
Here the Gaussian measure ,u has the characteristic functional 
exp(i(m:, z j - f(G(t)z, z)t, z E X. Suitable assumptions can be imposed to 
A(1), B(r) and C(f) such that G(t) is positive definite for each t, i.e., we only 
consider the non-degenerate distribution. 
Since 
P = fj k(k), v-7 1 
k=l 
(3.7) 
where xk is a point in L’k’, which is a one-dimensional subspace of X 
spanned by ({ekt), and ,urL(k) is the projection YL(k) of y on Lck’. Note that 
pu,(k) is also a Gaussian measure with mean ok = (mf, ek)x and covariance 
lkq where (ektk=1.2.... is the set of eigenvectors of G(t) and A, is the eigen- 
value corresponding to ek. 
Hence in terms of the distribution (3.6) of x(f), (3.4) can be written as 
m 1 
!s&) p”(dx) = i!, (2d,)“z 
X’ 
! w I 
-+(G-'(r)(x- akekh tx - OLkekh m,WGW 
S,(X) I 
> 6, (3.8) 
where m,(k), a Lebesgue measure on Ltk’, is defined by m,(k)(&) = dx,, 
x/( E Ltk’. 
From the definition, we see that if C(t) = 0, E = 0, the form of A:(f) will 
reduce to K(t); so AZ(t) seems to be the natural extension of K(t). Further, in 
view of (3.2) and (3.6), we see that elements in K(t) are precisely the means 
of the random solution process x(l) of system (2.8). 
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Now, assume that E and 6 are chosen such that 
i 
1 
- exp 
S,(O) m I 
- + (G- ‘(f)z, z) 1 mLtr,(dz) > 6 Vk, (3.9) 
otherwise A:(t) = 0. For At(t) # 0, we can show that the interior of A:(t) is 
non-empty and 
A:(f) = K(f) (3.10) 
(because every point in K(t) is the mean centre of some Gaussian 
distribution (3.6)). 
Now fix t E [0, f ,], and let 
Q’@(f) = 
I 
x E Ltk’: j-- (x) 
c y&&e,, I 
- + (G- ‘(t)z, z) 1 m&dz) 2 61, 
(3.11) 
where z = CFY, zkek, zk = (z, e,J. 
Assume that E, S are such that Q”‘(t) # 0 and is not a singleton, Vk. 
LEMMA 3.1. Q(f) = l-K, Q’k’W is compact and convex. 
Proof: Following [4], it can be shown that Q”O(f), k = 1, 2,... are all 
compact. Hence by TychonofPs theorem, the compactness of Q(f) follows. 
Moreover, Q(f) is also closed since Q(f) is the Cartesian product of 
orthogonal closed sets Q’“‘(f), k = 1, 2,... . To prove convexity, it is sufficient 
to show that x* = h, + (1 - A) x2 E Q(f) for J E [0, 11, x, , x2 E Q(f), or 
equivalently, 
xlk’ = Ax’,~’ + (1 - A) x;“’ E Qck’(t) Vk. (3.12) 
(The equivalence follows from the orthogonal properties between LCk’.) But 
Qtk’(t) is convex; hence (3.12) holds and thus the convexity of Q(f) follows. 
Now, we consider the Gaussian distribution with mean rn: and covariance 
G(f) in (3.6), where u E UE,. Then each point z in the set my + Q(f) will 
satisfy (3.8), and therefore U (rnr + Q(f): u E UE,) is the set of points in X 
such that the c-balls centered at these points have probability 26. Further, in 
view of the definitions of K(f) and A:(f), we see that 
A:(f) = u {m: + Q(f): ZJ E U$) = K(f) + Q(f). (3.13) 
Hence, by Lemma 2.3, At(f) is closed, convex and weakly compact in X. 
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4. (&,a)-STOCHASTIC CONTROLLABILITY 
In this section, we are interested in investigating the conditions of (&,a)- 
stochastic controllability for system (2.8) with input constraints (2.13). 
We first need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1. If M and N are non-empty closed convex sets in X with one 
of them being weak& compact, then 
(i) MnN+0 @for allgEX 
inf (g,m)< s,tflr (g,nh (4.1) InEM 
(ii) MENlflforallgEX 
Proof. (i) Necessity: Obvious. 
Suficiency: If Mn N = 0, and since they are non-empty, closed and 
convex and either one of them is compact in the locally convex space X, 
with weak topology, then, by the strict Separation Theorem, 0 # g E X,* = X 
exists such that 
Thus, (4.1) cannot hold Vg E X. 
(ii) Necessity: Obvious. 
Sufficiency: If h E M\N, then (h) is compact and convex in X. By the 
strict Separation Theorem, 0 # 6 E X exists such that 
Hence, (4.2) does not hold for all g E X. 
DEFINITION 4.1. System (2.8) is said to be (E, @-stochastically null- 
controllable at x,, on [O, t, ] if 3~ E CI&, such that 
A,d(t,jn (0) =a (4.3) 
DEFINITION 4.2. System (2.8) is said to be (E, @stochastically locally 
null-controllable at x,, on [0, t,] if there exists a neighborhood N(x,) of x,, in 
X such that for each y E N(x,), in stochastic sense defined by (4.3), system 
(2.8) is (E, @-stochastically null-controllable at y, on [0, t,]. 
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Remark 4.1. The neighborhood N(x,) may be taken as an r-ball, B,(x,). 
Then y E B,(x,) in the stochastic sense is simply defined as 
E~~y-x,J~2<r*; on the other hand we see that sup~Y-xO~EB,~O, 
E Kg, (Y - xoM2 = r2 II gIli Vs E x. 
DEFINITION 4.3. System (2.8) is said to be (E, b)-stochastically L!- 
controllable at x0 on [0, f,] if 3~ E ICI:, which steers x0 to R at t, in a 
stochastic sense, i.e., 
.4f(t,)nnz0. (4.4) 
The main results on (E, @-stochastic ontrollability are presented in the 
following theorems. 
THEOREM 4.1. System (2.8) is (E, a)-stochastically null-controllable at x0 
13 3t, > 0 and for all g E X 
6E,oI(g,S(t,70)x,),12 
<trace W 
I 
:‘llC*(r)S*(r,,~)glJ:dr 
+ E II gllx + e2 IlB*(r) S*(t,, r)gllQUdr “’ 2. 1 1 (4.5) 
Proof. In view of Definition 4.1, system (2.8) is (a, @-stochastically null- 
controllable at x0 iff 3, > 0 such that 
4(b) n 101 # QJ (4.3) 
P (x(tl) E S (0)) > 6 (where x(t,) = S(r,, 0) x0 + 
yi:S(;: r)?(rf z$!‘dr +?:I S(t, , r) t(r) dw(s)) or, iff 3u E U&, such that 
px, I-W, 9 0) x01 c B,(O) 
+ ” S(t, , t) B(r) u(t) ds + f’ S(r,, r) C(s) dw(r) > 6, 
0 
or, iff 
i-w,, 0)x01 cB,(O) (4.6) 
+ 
I 
1;’ s@, 9 5) B(r) 45) dr + 1;’ S(t,, 5) C(r) dw(r): u E v;,, 1) > 6. 
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By Definition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we see that B,(O) + K(t)\S(t,, 0) x0 + 
,I$ @(f,, 5) C(r) d w r is closed, convex and weakly compact inX. ( ) 
Therefore (4.6) holds iff Vg E X 
(4.6a) 
In view of the symmetry of B,(O) and of iJ&, about the origin, (4.6a) is 
equivalent o 
+ W,, r) C(r) dw(r) 2 6, (4.6b) 
where l/p + l/q = I, 1 ,< p < co. By Chebyshev’s inequality, (4.6b) leads to 
114 
‘, dr -ho 
[ 
E II gllx + PI’* 
(f 
” IIB*(r)S*(f,, rklli 
-0 
+ g,~~‘S(r,,r)C(r)dwtr) 
I( ) 
or 
(E IMIx + P ( j~‘Il~*(r) S*(b 4dVr) 
+ trace W f” II C*(r) S*(t,, r) gIli dr) 2 JE,, I( g, S(t,, 0) xo>12, 
“0 
i.e., (4.5). (Note: Expectation Exe, conditioned on {x=x0}, is taken with 
respect o the preassigned complete probability space (a,Y, P). For brevity, 
we drop the subscript x0 in what follows. 
Remark 4.2a. With g = 0, (4.5) is trivially satisfied. If g# 0, consider 
the normalized g/l/ g IIx and then (4.5) still holds. Hence, system (2.8) is 
(E, @-stochastically null-controllable on [0, c ,] iff (4.5) holds for each g E X 
with unit norm. 
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Remark 4.2b. By Theorem 4.1, we have shown that system (2.8) is 
(E, 8)-stochastically null-controllable iff (4.5) holds. From the definition of 
U!&,, we have p > 0. Hence, by (4.5), the following expression follows: 
&- 
.(I 
trace W 
I Ilc*(r) S*(t,, awn 0 
+ 4lgllx+ 
pi [I 
t’ 
I/l? 2 
l/2 llB*(r) s*ct, 9 5) Al; h 1 ) VgEX. (4Sa) P 0 
Now suppose that system (2.8) is reduced to a deterministic version. Then 
(4.5a) leads to 
1/q 2 
lP*w S*(f,, ~)k?ll;dr 1 1 * (4.5b) 
Let E 1 0; (4.5b) will asymptotically tend to 
~lw(t,,O)x,),’ 
< [J 
~‘IIB*(s)s*(t,,5)gll”,dr 
0 I 
2lq 
VgEX. (4.5c) 
In view of (4.5c), it is seen that 
B*(r)S*(t,,r)g=O (4.5d) 
implies g = 0 on [0, tr ] and this result agrees with the suffkient condition for 
deterministic version of (2.8) to be approximately controllable on [0, t ,]. 
Consequently, we can say that when system (2.8) is being reduced to the 
deterministic situation, condition (4.5) implies the deterministic approximate 
controllability condition (4Sd). 
THEOREM 4.2. System (2.8) is (E, a)-stochastially locally null- 
controllable at x0 on [0, t,] lF 3r > 0 and for each g E X, 
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4E I(& so, 3 0) -~o)12 + r* lIS*v, 9 0) gll.3 
< trace W f’ 11 C*(r) S*(t,, r)glli d-r 
.o 
+ 
[ 
E II gll, +P”* (j;‘IIB*(7)S*(f,, ~~gllh)‘~*]z. (4.7) 
Proof. By Definition 4.2, (2.8) is (E, @-stochastically locally null- 
controllable at x0 on 10, t,] iff for each y E N(x,), (4.5) holds for this J’, i.e., 
6E I(& W,, W)12 
<trace WiI’IJC*(r)S*(I,,r)gll:dr 
-0 
+ 
[ 
E II gll, +P2 (J’ llB*(T) S*(t,, 5)gl,gLi dr) ““I *. (4.8) 
Observe that 
(g~~(~,~o)xo)+ (, -,“U,pB (g3 so, 7 O)(P - x0)) 
r 
(o) 
= sup (4.9) 
YE B,(x,,) 
holds w.p. 1. Vg E X. 
Since B,(O) is symmetric about the origin and (4.9) holds not only for g 
but also -g E X. (4.9) becomes 
I(& w, 7 0) xo>l + sup I(& w,, 010 -xo)>l 
(Y-XO)EBAO) 
,< sup I( $7, w, 7 WY)1 
.VEBr(XIJb 
(4.9a) 
w.p. 1, Vg EX. 
In turn (4.9a) leads to 
EI(g, Wd’)xo)12 +Ef ,,-.;:e,,o, I(s3 W,JW-xo)>ll” 
< E( sup I(& w, 7 WYI I23 
J’EB,(xo) 
or equivalently. 
E I(g, S(r,,0)-~,j/~ + r2 IlS*(t,,O)gll:< sup E l(g,S(t,,0)y)12. (4.9b) 
.v~B,(xo) 
Hence substituting this into (4.8), (4.7) follows. 
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THEOREM 4.3. If f2 is a closed convex set in X, then system (2.8) is 
(E, 6)-stochastically O-controllable at xg on [0, t,] lflfor all g E X, 
iz Kg, SO,, O)xol* 
< trace W d’ 1) C*(t) S*(t,, r) gllidr 
I 
1/q 2 
+ ;:np I(& z>l + E II gllx + P”* “II~*(r)~*(t,,~)gll~d~ - 1 1 
(4.10) 
Proof. From Definition 4.3, system (2.8) is (E, 8)stochastically a- 
controllable iff 
A,b(t,)nf2+0, (4.4) 
and by definition of At(t,), (4.4) holds iff 3~ E WE,, such that P(L?n 
S,(x(t,)) # 0} Z 6, or iff 
pw\w, 9 0) x0) n {W(t,))\W, 9 0) x0: 24 E u&l 112 tJ. (4.11) 
Since 
= It’ S(t,, t) C(r) dw(r) t 
0 
1” S(t,, t) B(z) u(t) dt 
0 
and 
R,, = S(t,, r) B(r) U(T) dr: u E U;,, 
I 
is closed, convex and weakly compact in X (by Lemma 2.2), it follows that 
{B,(& S(t,, r) B(s) ~(5) dr): u E U;,} inherits all properties of Rt,, and so 
does the same for {S,(x(t,))\S(t,, 0) x0} (by Lemma 2.3). 
Therefore with Lemma 4.1(i) and (4.1), (4.11) holds iff 
S(t,, t) B(t) U(T) dr t It’ S(t, ,7) C(r) dw(r)) 
0 
When symmetries of Vi,, and B,(O) about the origin are being considered, 
(4.12) holds iff Vg E X 
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+ sup g, 
I( j 
t’ qt,, r) B(r) u(5) dr 
)I) 
> 6. (4.12a) 
USC& 0 
By Chebyshev’s inequality, (4.12a) leads to 
6E I(& W,, 0) x,)1* 
< sup I(g, z)l’ + c* 11 glli + trace W 
rco I t’IIC*(r)S*(t,,r)g/l:dr 0 
+ 2 ffnp I(g9z>l E II&+P (~t’llB*(r)S*(I,,r)gllCdr) 
214 
0 
+ 2(fFg I(g9zI + E II g/l,) p 
I( 
~t’Il~*O S*O,, r)gllgUdr 
2/q I/2 
1 1 . 0 
Hence, (4.10) follows. 
Remark 4.3. Suppose that 0 is assumed to be an r”*-ball centered at y,, 
i.e., B(y,, a) = { y: I( Y - y,II: < r}. Then 
rJE I( gv W, s 0) xo)l* 
<I(& Yo)12 + 2 Kg9 vo>l t-l’* II 41, + v* + E)* II glli 
+ 2.5 II gllx Kg9 Y,)l + P 
( 
f’ IIB*(@ S*O,, r> g/l:) 
2/q 
0 
2/q 112 
+ wg, uo>l + v* + E) II d,) p 
c( 
It’ llB*(@ S*@,, r)gll41rdr 
+trace Wj~‘llC*(r)S-(r,,r)gll:di: 
1 I 
(4.13) 
6;: Kg, 41’ = ‘;t,p KS, z>l)’ = (I(& Jdl + r-l’* II gllx)‘). 
Now, suppose R is a null subspace of 2, where s is the continuous 
projection: X+X. With 2 defined, X= R(y) @N(y) where the range 
R (~8) and the kernel IV(y) are closed subspaces of X. 
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THEOREM 4.4. If 0 = N(y), then system (2.8) is (E, @-stochastically l2- 
controllable at x0 on [0, tl] lrfor all g E X 
& Kg, -O,, 0) xo>l* 
< [ E ll~& + PI’* (1 I’ 
1/q 2 
lll3*(5) S*(t,, t) 9gll”udr 
0 1 1 
+ trace W :’ I( C*(5) S*(t,, 5) .PgII: dt. 
I 
(4.14) 
Remark 4.4. If R = {O}, then 3 = 1 (identity operator) and (4.14) 
reduces to (4.5). 
5. STOCHASTIC GAME PROBLEM 
In this section, we are interested in the stochastic game problem defined 
on a real separable Hilbert space X with two non-cooperative controllers, a 
pursuer and an evader, respectively. 
The game system is governed by the stochastic evolution equation: 
dx(t) + A(t) x(t) dr = [B,(t) u(t) + B,(t) v(t)] dt + C(t) dw(t), 
x(0) = x0, 
(5.1) 
where B,(t) and B,(t) are bounded operators and norm-continuous for t > 0. 
Assumptions on A(t) as prescribed in Section 2 still hold in the present 
section. u(t), the pursuer’s control, lies in the Hilbert space LP,([O, t,], u); 
while u(t), the evader’s control, lies in the Hilbert space LJ[O, t,], V). Here 
U, I’ are also separable Hilbert spaces. Further, the admissible controls are 
restricted in the constraint sets 
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Define 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
A;+) = jf ~(t, 5) B,(r) u@) ds, 
0 
with t E [O.f,]. 
Then, we admit the mild solution of (5.1) to be 
x(t) = ~(4 , 0) xo + j’ S(r, r) B,(r) u(r) dr 
0 
(5.6) 
where S(t, r) is the almost strong continuous evolution operator generated by 
-A(t). 
Analogous to Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have U&, and Vi,, are closed, 
convex and weakly compact in X, /iy and /iF are linear continuous mappings 
and Ry and RF are closed, convex and weakly compact sets in X. 
Consider the deterministic version of (5.1) 
d-x(t) 
7 + A(f) 40 = B,(t) u(t) + B&) u(t) 
(5.7) 
x(0) = x0. 
DEFINITION 5.1. For t > 0, the deterministic attainable set K(t) for 
system (5.7) at time t is the set 
K(t) = 
I 
z E x: z = S(t, 0) x, 
+ Jo S(t, r)[B,(t) ~(5) + B,(r) u(s)] dr: u E Us,, t’ E V~, 1 
= S-Q, 0) x0 + R; + R; (by (5.4) and (5.5)). (5.8) 
From the properties of Rf and RF, we see that K(t) is weakly compact. 
closed and convex in X (by Lemma 2.3). 
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DEFINITION 5.2. For every ftxed E > 0 and 1 > S > 0, the stochastic 
attainable set at time t for system (5.1) is defined as 
A;(t) = (2 E x: 3.4 E u;)d, fJ E Gi 3 P,,(-m E S,(x)) z 8). (5.9) 
Here x(t) is the mild solution (5.6). Parallel to the one-control case (cf. 
Section 3) we adopt similar procedures to prove the following assertions: 
K(t) c A:(t), At(t) is convex, weakly compact and closed in X. 
DEFINITION 5.3. System (5.1) is (E, @-stochastically max-min null- 
controllable at X, on [0, tr ] if for each announced u E VEd, 3~ E U&, such 
that 
40,) n PI f 0 
or 
4(b) = IO). (5.10) 
DEFINITION 5.4. The stochastic game system (5.1) is said to be (e, 6) 
stochastically max-min L&controllable at x0 on [0, t,] if for each announced 
0 E v:,, 3u E U!&, such that 
Af(t,)nazra. (5.11) 
THEOREM 5.1. System (5.1) is (E, @-stochastically max-min null- 
controllable on [0, t,] lrfor each g E X, we have 
Wg~W,SW,)l*~ (J 1’ IpI,* S*(t,, r)gll”u’dr) ‘“‘I 2 
+ trace W I 
:‘ilC*(*)s*(r,,r)gll:di 
-6a (j:‘~lB:(~)s*(~,, r gll:dr)2’q* (5.12) 
where 
i.Ll, ‘+‘=I. 
Pl 41 P2 92 
Proof. By Definition 5.3, system (5.1) is (E, @-stochastically max-min 
null-controllable on [0, t,] iff 
A:(t,)n {O} +0, (5.10) 
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(here x(t,) is the mild solution process of (5.1), described by (5.6)) or iff 
P,” (i-w, 9 0) x0) c B,(O) + ]!;n” w, 3 W,(r) u(r) + B,(e 47)l dr 
I 
t1 
+ S(t, 15) C(r) dw(r): u E u;,, u E V;d 26, (5.13) 
0 
or, iff 
co ( l-W* 3 0) x0 1 = B,(O) +W,)\S(f, 70) x0 
+ 
I 
” S(t, , 5) C(r) dw(r) > S. (5.13a) 
0 1 
Then by the weakly compactness of K(t) and B,(O) in X, Vt E [0, t,], and 
together with Lemmas 2.3 and 4.l(ii) being applied, we see that (5.13a) 
holds iff Vg E X 
co ( (is -w, 7 0) x0> <as;Po) (g, a> c 
(1 
+ sup g, S(f, , 5) B,(r) u(5) dr + 
UELJ& ( f 0 I " S(f,, 5) B,(r) v(r) dr 0 ) 
L' E VZd 
( J 
t1 
+ g9 S(t, ,5) C(7) dw(r) 
)I 
> 6. (5.14) 
0 
Since Uid, Vid and B,(O) are symmetric about the origin, it follows that 
(5.14) is equivalent o 
Pxo 
( 
Kg, W,, 0) x,)1- sup 
L'EV.S1 I( 1 
g, ” W, ,r) B,(r) ~(5) dr 
0 )I 
-t1 
+ g, 1:’ W, , r> C(r) dw(r))  2 6 VgEX. (5.14a) 
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By Chebyshev’s inequality, (5.14a) leads to 
( I 
l/q1 
+ 2E II glI* P'12 I’ Ilqw s*o, 9 5) gll”u’ h 
0 I 1 
+ trace w jf' (1 C*(Z) S*(t,, 7) glli ds 
0 
(j 
uq2 
- 6a d’llB:(I)s*(r,,r)gllBdr) * 
Hence (5.12) follows. 
THEOREM 5.2. If the target set L2 is closed and convex, system (5.1) is 
(E, @-stochastically max-min R-controllable on [0, t, ] IQ~” for all g E X, we 
have 
l/q, 2 
6E Kg, W,, 0) xo)12 < E II gll, + P"' S*(t,,r)gl(: dr 1 ) 
+ ;!I Kg, 4’ + 2~ II sllx ;yp, lb 4 
+ 2 ,s~f: Kg, aIp1’2 [J 
-” IllI,* S*(t,, 5) gll”u’ ds “q’ 
0 1 
+ trace W I” II C*(r) S*(t, ,5) g/l; dr 
-0 
- da (j;’ IIB$(.r) S*(t,, r) gll”v’ dr) 2’qz. (5.15) 
Proof. In view of Definition 5.4, system (5.1) is (E, b)-stochastically 
max-min LI-controllable on [0, t,] iff 
&) n fl# 0, (5.11) 
or, iff 
~x,1P\W, 9 0) x0)1 
n i&(x(t,)\W, , 0) x0) # 0: u E ugd, v E y$ ) > 6 (5.16) 
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(here 
= R;, + R;, + I*’ S(t,, 5) C(r) dw(7). 
-n 
and is hence a closed, convex and weakly compact set in X (by 
Lemma 2.3)). 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.1(i) and (4. l), (5.16) holds iff Vg E X 
(5.16a) 
Since CT:*, Vz, and B,(O) are symmetric about the origin, (5.16a) holds iff 
VgEX 
I(s,W,,0).qJl- sup g, ‘I’S(r,,r)B,(r)v(r)ds 
L’ E va” I( J 0 
G sup I( + sup I(&Z>l + sup 
oER rslt,(o) u E “!$ 
g,!o” s(t,,r)Bp(r)u(7) ds 
- g, J;’ S(t,, 5) C(T) dw(t) 
( 
2 6. (5.16b) 
By Chebyshev’s inequality, (5.16b) leads to (5.15). 
Remark 5.1. If a= (O}, then (5.15) reduces to (5.12). 
If Q is a null space corresponding to a continuous projection 9: X+X 
such that X = N(9) @ R(B) where the null space N(3) and the range 
R(. ?) are closed subspaces of X. Then we will have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. If R = N(Y), system (5.1) is (E, b)-stochastically R- 
controllable at x,, on [0, t, ] 13 Vg E X 
fx I(& sw,? 0) xx 
< E Il.~& + P2 [J -” 
li'l?, 2 
IIB,*(r) S*(t,, r) .Y*gll;! dr 
0 1 1 
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+ trace W 
i 
” I( C*(T) S*(t,, 5) ,P*gll: ds 
0 
- so ( I,” pi,*(r) S*(t,, 5) 9*g@ d7 1 7 (5.17) 
6. APPLICATIONS 
In realistic applications, many systems, governed by partial differential 
equations or by delay differential equations, have their appropriate state 
space being infinite-dimensional function space. Now, we will present some 
examples to illustrate the applicability of our results derived in the previous 
sections. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Heat Equation (cf. [3]). Suppose we have the following 
stochastic equation 
dz(& t) = Az(<, I) dt + u(f) dr + o(t) dt + dw(t), 
45 0) = z&), o<r< 1, t>o, 
(6.1.1) 
where Ah = ~*h/~~* for h E D(A), 
D(A)= (xEX=L*[O, 11; xt, xtt E X, xl(O) = xl(l) = O), (6.1.2) 
and w(t) is an X-valued Wiener process 
w(~)(r) = f P,(t) ficos nnt, 
n=1 
(6.1.3) 
where p,(t) are real Wiener processes, independent, with incremental 
covariance 1, and such that C,“= L I,, < co, i.e., C,“, A, = K < co. zo(<) is a 
second-order X-valued Gaussian random variable with expectation zero, 
covariance operator PO E L(X) such that PO flcos nzr = a, flcos nn& 
C,” , a,, = M < co and z,(r) is also independent of w(t), Vt > 0. 
u E G(X), 0 E L t;(x), p>a>o. 
(ficos MC},,= L,2+... generates a complete orthonormal basis for X = 
L’[O, 11. A generates an analytic semigroup S,, given by 
(s&t)(<) = -f 2e-n2n2’ cos nncf j’ cos my h(y) dy. 
n=1 0 
(6.1.4) 
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So, S,: X+ D(A) and 
z(r, t) = stz(t, 0) + jt s,+,~(~) dr 
0 
+ I”Sl-ru(r) ds + j;Sr-r dw(r). 
-0 
(6.1.5) 
In order to examine the (E, &stochastic null-controllability of system 
(6.1), we need the following computation. 
For any x E L,[O, l] =X, we have the following representation 
x(0 = f 2(n) \/zcos nn5 (6.1.6) 
n=l 
where Z(n) = 2 1’: x(y) cos nq’ dy, 
(x, S,Z,),~ = ( f 2(n) \/Tcos nn(, nz, 2e-k2n2r cos kr< 
n=l 
.I 
X 
J 
cos klcy zo( y) dy 
0 X 
f,(k) e- 
n=1 
:. 6E 1(x, S,Z,),(~ Q 6E 
(IfoWl = (i/W cos nzy zo( y) dy)2 by (6.1.6)). Therefore 
(6.1.7) 
E 2 [io(n)]* 
n=1 
< G E .’ ficos my z:(y) ficos my dy 
nc, J 0 
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cos my a,, ficos my dy (By Fubini’s theorem) 
= x an=M<co, 
tl=l 
--n=X=T 1 1 e 
= 1 + n%‘T + (n4n4T2/2!) + . . . <- n2n2T’ 
= -f a'(4 i.' e-2d7E2(T-2) dT 
n=1 -0 
> 5 a2(n) jTe-'d,T-7' & 
n=1 -0 
(1 - ,479 (6.1.8) 
blIx= ( f i(n) ficos nlr<, k$, i(k) &cos kr<) 
I/Z 
n=1 X 
= [g, i’(n)]“‘. (6.1.9) 
By (6.1.8) and (6.1.9), we see that 
(EIIxllx+ [PjoTlls:-.xll~~~]“2)2 
-6~ 
J 
.TIIST-Tx\I~dr+trace W~TllST-7xll~dr 
0 0 
> &’ Ilxll; + cP - 6a + k) jT II ST-,x11: dr 
0 
= e2 + (p - Sa + K) $ 
I 
5 x^‘(n)(l - e-2n*T). (6.1.10) 
Pl=l 
Hence, with the comparison between (6.1.10) and (6.1.7), we observe that 
for all x E X, (6.1.7) < (6.1.10) for suffkiently large value of T. So as to find 
the time T, depending on the initial condition x0, we let T 2 l/n’, then 
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(1 -e-*““‘)a(1 -e -‘) > f. Hence in order that (6.1.7)< (6.1.10) we 
should have 
Solving for T. 
a4 
--3 
27t2E2 + (p - dc7 + K) 
12T &I* 
T2 
27r* a4 
9[27c*s* + (p -6~ + K)] * 
Thus if we take 
T=max L 
! 
2n? 6M 
7~’ 9[2;rr2s’ + (p - da + K)] I ’ 
then the system (6.1.1) is (E, B)-stochastically null-controllable at x,, E X. 
EXAMPLE 6.2. One-dimensional wave equation (cf. 131). Consider the 
formal stochastic evolution equation 
ZII = Z[[ + u(t) + v(t) + rl(L 0, 
z(0, t) = 0 = z( 1, t), (6.2.1) 
46 0) = z&3 zr(L 0) = z,(r), t>o, 12<&0, 
where ~(t, <) represents some distributed noise disturbance. zO(<) and z,(r) 
are independent second-order Gaussian X-valued random variables with 
expectation zero and covariance operator P,, P, E L(X), where 
P, ficos n;lrt = a,, sin n&I, P, fi cos n;lrr = /3, sin nnt and x3,“=, a,, = 
M < co, xF=, /3,, = N < co; further, z,(r) and z,(r) are both independent 
with w(f) defined later. 
Now X=L,[O, 11; u E L;(X), u EL;(X), p > u > 0. In abstract form, 
(6.2.1) may be written as 
dg=[~g+B,u+B,v]dt+Cdw (6.2.2) 
where 
zm 
g= z,(t) ’( ) B,= [ y], Eh=[ ;I, 
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c= [;I, “=(-; i), 
w(t)(r) is a X-valued Wiener process, with the same properties as those 
mentioned in Example 6.1. AZ = -zL1, z E D(A) where D(A) = H’[O, l] r7 
HA[O, 11, A = A*, i.e., A is self-adjoint. The operator 
on fi = D(A”‘) x L,[O, l] generates a strongly continuous semigroup S,. 
Here for a, b E HA [0, 1 ] x L, [0, 11, the inner product on fi is given by 
and 
(a, b) = j’ Q3 b,,(t) dt + *’ J a263 h(t) dl;, 
(6.2.3) o
2[-nn(z,(t), h) sin nnt + (z LO, 94) cos n~~tl#, 
(6.2.4) 
where 4, = sin nn<, n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., (@sin nn<},=, 2 3 , . . . . . generates a complete 
orthonormal basis for L,[O, l] =X. 
fi(zo(t), 4,) = fi(I ~~(5) sin nnt & = z,(n), 
0 
\/z<z,<t>. #,J = fij’ z,(t) sin nntdt = z,(n). 
0 
It is easy to show that S;F = S-, , and therefore : zo(n) cos nxt - $-z,(n) sin mt 24, 
Sir 
“til I 
fj [n7rzo(n) sin n7rf + z,(n) cos mt] 2#, 
II=, 
(6.2.5) 
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Let P = [I, 01. Since we want the final state z(& r) = 0, {E [0, l] only, our 
target set is R = N(P). Thus the system (6.2.1) is (E, b)-stochastically null- 
controllable at (i${) iff 3T> 0 and for all g E X = L,[O, 1) 
+ trace W \‘IIC*(r) S,*-,P*gl&,,, dr 
-0 
- 60 
J 
.‘llB,*(r) ST-,P*glJ;dr. 
0 
(6.2.6) 
Now, we first compute the following terms: 
so that 
6E l(g,PSr(:~))X12 (withd>O) 
< 26E f f(n) To(n) cos nnT 
n=, 
< 26E 
I( 
+ 26E 
nnT 
1’ 
m cos2 mT 
< 26A4 f n2g2(n) S 
II=, nr1 n2 
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< 26 
( 
M 5 n’$(n) 
n=1 
f ;+N g n*m$ (g $)‘) 
n=1 n n=1 
= *2(3 6M+N [ 1 18 -f n’$‘(n). (6.2.7) n=l 
Since B, = B, = C, we only need to evaluate the term 
!]: 11 B:ST-,P*gll: dt = jr 11 nz, n$(n)(sin nx(T- 5)) &sin nz~l~~ ds 
.T cn 
= 
1 
C n’$‘(n)n’ sin* nlr(T-- t) dr 
0 n=l 
=7C * 5 n’g’(n) 
n=1 ( 
;- sin 2nnT 
1 2nn * 
Remarks. Let T = I,1 E Zf. Then the right-hand side of (6.2.6) becomes 
7c2 2 n’i’(n) 
sin 2nnT 
+ E 2 b’(n) 
I/21 * 
n=1 2nn n=l I 
+ (K - 60) ?r* -? n’$(n) ;- sin 2nxT 
zr 2nn )I 
hpn* f n’g’(n) 5- c* f i’(n) + (K - da) x2 
n=1 n=1 
T if a3 * 1 
> @ + K - 6u)7r2 + C n*g*(n) - E* C n’$‘(n) C 
n=1 n=1 n=l 7 
= f n’d’(n) 7r2 
( 1 [ 
(p+K-6a)T+< 
n=1 2 6 1 
= 2 n’g’(n) :[3T(p+K-do)-E*]. 
( n=1 1 
(6.2.8 
f n’g’(n)G 
n=1 
By comparing (6.2.7) and (6.2.8) in order to ensure the system be (E, 6) 
stochasticaly null-controllable, we should have 
n’g’(n))d (““:“) 
< [3T(p+K-da)-&*I, 
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6 (y+“) < 3T(p + K - do) - E*, 
or 
(6.2.9) 
Then, let T= I and 1 be an integer such that 12 (6(6M + N) + 3&*)/ 
9(p + K - 6~): the system (6.2.1) is (a, @-stochastically null-controllable at 
<:::2:; ). 
Now let us test for locally null-controllability with the assumption that the 
neighborhood N(x,) of x,, is a ball with radius r. We first have the following 
computation. 
r’ IIS*(T, 0) P*gll.i 
=r * 
II 
2 j(n) COS nnt fisin n7r< + f r@(n) sin rmt &sin n7r< 
nr I n=l 
< 2r’ 2 $‘(n)cos* mt + 2r2 f g’(n) n*d sin’ mt 
n 1 n= I
‘X “, cos* mT 
< 2r2 x n’g*(n) y ,* + 2r’ f g’(n) 12%’ sin* nxt 
II:, n=, n=1 
(when T= IE Z’). 
In order for the system to be (a, Qstochastically locally null-controllable, 
we should have 
[3T(p+K-da)-&‘]. 
or, equivalently, 
T > (6r* + 6M + N)6 + 3&* 
/ 
P(P+K--) . 
(6.2.10) 
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We observe that the value of T in (6.2.10) > the value of T in (6.2.9). 
Hence, we can conclude that the time needed for the system to be locally 
null-controllable is longer than the null-controllable case. 
EXAMPLE 6.3, Stochastic retarded functional differential equation 
(cf. [7]). We consider the linear system on [0, t,]: 
dt(t) = A,@) t(t) df + A,(C) r(t + 0) dt + j” A,(t) r(t + 0) dO 
-h 
+ B(t) u(t) dt + C(t) dw(t), 
(6.3.1) 
W) = WV, 
where 4 ( 0 and b is a positive number; X is a Hilbert space; A, E 
L,([O, t,]; LQ), A, E L&(x)), A, E LAO, [,I x (4 0); WI), B E 
L,([O, t,]; w:,, x>); w(t) is an X-valued Wiener process described same 
as in Section 2; h E L,([-b, 01; X) and control term u(t) E Ut,,, defined as 
what follows in Section 2. 
Now we introduce the space M’(-b, 0; X) as follows: Let L,(-6, 0; X) be 
the space of measurable, square integrable X-valued functions on [-b, 0): 
then M*(-b, 0; X) is the Hilbert space of equivalence classes of functions in 
L,(-b, 0; X) under the equivalence relation 
and is isometrically isomorphic to the space X x L*(-b, 0; X). Then the 
corresponding Mz-version of (6.3.1) is 
d,(t) = d(t) z(t) dt + B(t) u(t) dt + C(t) dw(t), 
z(0) = i;, 
(6.3.2; 
where kE L,(R, M’), B’E B,(U; M’), c E B,(X, M’) 
h(t)(@) = Bu(t), 0 = 0 for u E U$ 
= 0, 0 E [-b, 0), 
C(t) u(0) = C(t)u, 0 = 0 for all 0 E X 
= 0, 0 E [-b, 0). 
x(t): W’** + M* is a densely closed operator with domain D@(t)) = WI** 
and is defined by 
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@(t)h)(Q) = AO(r Q=O 
dh 
=--) 
d0 
0 E [-/I, O), 
Ao( = A,(t) h(O) + A ,(t) h(O) 
+ j.O 
Wt) 
b 
A I(t) h(O) d@ + B(t) u(t) + C(t) dt. 
Here W’*2 is the Sobolev space 
W’,2([-b, 01; X) = (x E L,([-b, 01; x): Dx (the distributional 
derivativeofx) E L,([-b,O];X)}. 
Together with the embedding L + (z(O),z(.)), Wlq2 is a subspace of 
M2( [A, 0); X). 
It is readily proved that (6.3.2) has the mild solution 
Z(t) = r/Q, 0)/i+ !I ~(t, s) I?@) u(s) ds + 1’ ~((t, s) c’(s) dw(s), 
0 
(6.3.3) 
where U(t, s) is the evolution operator associated with J(t) and is given by 
(U(t, s)h)O = @(t, s) h(O), Q=O 
= @(I + 0, s) h(O) + @‘(t + 0, s) h(O), t+Q>s,Q+O, 
and @(t, s): X -+ X is the unique solution of 
,- 
; @(t, s) = A,(t) @(t, s) + A,(t) qt + 0, s) 
.O 
+ 
! 
A,(t) @(t + 0, s) d@, t+Q>s, 
-b 
@(s, s) = 1, @‘(f, s) E W,([-6, 01; -q). 
Now let u E UE, ; thus the system (6.3.2) is (E, @-stochastically null- 
controllable at 6 iff 3 T > 0, for all g E MT = M,, we have 
L/2 2 
6EI(g,U(T,0)/i),z12< ll~W~*V&fll;~d~ 1 ) 
+ trace W 
1 
1 II c’*(7) U*(T, 7) gll; ds. 
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.~LZ:M2([--b,0];X)~Lz([-b,0];X) 
be projections on M2 such that 
R(.?x)=N(.9LJ=X and R(&) = N(&) = L,([-b, 01; x). 
Here system (6.3.2) is X - (E, @-stochastically controllable at ff with 
target set Hiff ITaO and for allgEL,([-b,O];H) 
c% I(g, %2 WY O)bz I2 
< (~ll~llr2f [P(~ll~*(T)~*~~r)~~~*gllbdr]“2)2 
+ trace w jr 11 C*(Z) U*(T, t) .7f1gll: dr; 
0 
on the other hand, system (6.3.2) is L, - (E, @-stochastically controllable at 
Ii with target set I,,([--b, 01; X) iff 3T> 0 and for all g E X 
6EI(g,.~~“,u(T,0)~),12~ &II&+ P~~,I~(‘)U*(T,r).~:glljdr]“2)2 
( Lo 
+ trace W .’ 11 c’*(r) U*(T, r) .Yfgll: dr. 
I -0 
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